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All the development, design, and production are  
carried out by Xenon Smart engineers in the 
Bilişim Vadisi, İstanbul

“It is enough to say the floor you want to go to.”
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Now, it is more hygienic

Elevators are open to public use in terms of their functions. Therefore, by 
providing an uninterrupted service to individuals, many people are in con-
tact with the elevator during its use. 

With the Voicebox voice command kit, you can reach the floor you want 
to go without touching the elevators so you can reduce your contact with 
the elevator to zero and have a more hygienic user experience.  
Therefore, it can protect you from contact-transmitted diseases caused 
by viruses and bacteria.

Call the elevator to your floor without touching 
the buttons.

Call the elevator to your floor without touching the buttons thanks to 
the sensors. With Voicebox, you can easily go to the floor you want to go  
without touching the buttons in the cabin or the buttons on the floors.

Calling an elevator to the floor 
with the help of a sensor
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Now, more free

Voicebox offers a novel experience in elevator use with its unique  
utilization. Voicebox will give you a comfortable usage habit with this  
experience.

Get one floor closer to the future with Voicebox, which will bring together 
elevator use with today’s technology and provide a unique experience 
with its innovative structure.

Elevators met with artificial intelligence with the  
technology that converts text to voice with  
Speech to text technology and sends text to the Voicebox.

Speech to text technology has been developed completely in accordance 
with the Turkish language structure. With more than one Turkish com-
mand, it can easily detect different commands such as “elevator first 

Speech To Text
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Life without disabilities

Voicebox use can be preferred in terms of hygiene and comfort, and it 
can reach the entire mass of the society in terms of accessibility by sup-
porting a life without barriers.

Millions of disabled individuals around the world are struggling with many 
difficulties in their daily lives. Voicebox is aware of this struggle and aims 
to facilitate the daily lives of disabled individuals with its simple use.

Be accessible to all masses of society for many  
living spaces such as hospitals, shopping malls,  
schools.

An elevator that works with a voice command can reach far beyond its 
purpose. Support this goal with Voicebox.

Clear the barriers
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A new experience

English, German, Russian and Arabic language support is also provided, 
especially in Turkish.

We have developed speech to text technology under the English  
language structure alongside with many other languages.

Voicebox detects more than one language

Voicebox is compatible with all elevator types  
and can be integrated in as little as 30 minutes.

Open your elevator to service within the same day with its easy  
installation feature

Fast Installation, Modular Structure
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